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CAN I SAVE GAS WITH A GAS-SAVER? *

* This paper was prepared for publication in Good. Housekeeping.
A condensation of the paper prepared by the editors was published
in that journal in the

’

'February
, 1934, issue. The original

article has been min^ographed for those who desire more detailed
information.

"Good morning, Mrs. Henderson, would, you like to save a
large part of the money you are now paying for gas? Here is a
device that will do it and pay for itself in two months." .....
"No, you wouldn't expect the gas company to handle this, it
saves too much gas .

11

Probably this conversation will be familiar to many who have
responded to the call of the door bell during the spring and early
summer. Each year at that time many devices are offered for
sale, usually by house-to-house salesmen, which have a decided
appeal to most of us because they are represented as being
capable of materially reducing our gas bills. These devices are
of many different types; some of them are placed over the gas
range burners, some in the vent of the oven or water heater and
some in the piping leading from the gas meter.

During the past few years the Bureau of Standards has been
requested to test a number of these attachments and, because
many of them not only do not fulfill the claims made for them
but create hazardous conditions when used, it is believed that
their e suits of these tests should be brought to the attention of
those to whom the attachments are offered for sale.

The primary objection to most of tnese attachments is that
they, are not safe. They tend to cause incomplete combustion of
the. gas with the consequent liberation of carbon monoxide.
Carbon monoxide is a gas which cannot b e seen, has no odor and
will cause headaches, nausea, or even death if breathed in small
amounts for a sufficient length of time. It is the same gas
whose presence in the exhaust from automobiles has caused many
serious accidents when engines have been allowed to run in
closed garages. Gas burns completely without liberating even
the smallest trace of carbon monoxide when the supply of air
is adequate and free access of air to the flames is not prevented
by adjacent parts of the appliance. However, too large a
circulation of air past the burners and. heating surfaces carries
away some heat which would otherwise be useful and thus increases
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the amount of gas required to do our cooking or water heating.

All manufacturers of gas appliances are well acquainted
with these facts and give them due consideration in designing
their products. The manufacturer s,know that dby making certain
changes, such as placing the burners of the gas range closer to
the utensil, they can reduce the amount of gqjs required; but
they also know that if such changes, were made, the- appliances'
would be less safe. They therefore sacrifice some' economy of
use in order to provide a margin of safety.

Unfortunately, many of the "gas-saving" devices and acces-
sories' Tdii'C'h' are offered to the public merely reduce the margin
of safety needed to protect the users and are doing nothing
more than the .manufacturer of a gas range or water heater could
do more effectively himself if the question of safety were not
involved. The equivalent of the various, plates

, baffles,
screens and obstructions offered for sale &s "gas-savers" could
easily be incorporated in an appliance at very small cost when
it is first built, r

-

:

Competition in the gas appliance industry is. just as keen as
it is in any other field and if these •devices could. ; safely
accomplish the. savings claimed for them, they .would very quickly
be adopted by the

.

appliance manufacturers ther&s elves', who are
always on. the look-out for some means of making a better
appliance than- their competitors.

Sven the gas companies welcome an appliance which will do
the same work. with less gas

,
because gas is ; in close competition

with other , fuels .and the .gas companies would rather lose a
small fracti m of the income from a customer to whom their
service has become more satisfactory than to lose him altogether

"Yes, madam, this device installed on your gas range will
reduce your gas bill by JO per cent." It has always been of
interest to note the .great similarity in the claims made for
all of the various gas- saving attachments. An unusually
inventive salesman may claim Jo per cent and. an unusually
modest one only 2J, but. the figure is always about the same.
Is this figure of , IQ per cent based on facts or is it chosen
as the one most likely t,o. result in a sale? -We might be
skeptical if the saving claimed were JO. per cent or more,
and uninterested, if it were only 10 per cent. Although ;many
of the se devices have teen tested at the Bureau. of Standards,
none has ever been found which would save as much as 2J per
cent- under any condition of practical use. In fact thc-re

have boon- only a . few which saved -any gas at all. Even in
the. -few. cases- in which there vas a -small saving, it has always
been accomplished at the expense of safety.
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"But," replies...Mrs, .. Jones .who has just purchased one of
these devices, "I dorj t see why this device won't reduce my
gas bill. Why, the man who sold- me this showed me a bookful
of letters from s'atisf led. , customers - more than I cared to look
at - and one of .them was. f rom 'Mrs . Adams, the President of our
Women 1 s. Club .

" Although the us.ual character of testimonial
advertising is too well known, to ' require

;
much comment, it is

probable that the reductions . i\e..ppr ted; in' some of the gas bills
are genuine but erroneously credited, to the "gas-saving"
devices. Practically all of the sale's-campaigns conducted, for
these devices take place in the early spring and summer.. Records
of. the gas companies show that in most cases the 'amount - of gas
used per customer decreases in the spring. Therefore, if these
devices are . installed at a time when most people normally
begin, to use less gas, they often, receive the credit which
really belongs to the warm weather. Moreover, once our atten-
tion is directed. to saving gas, re may become more careful in
the use of it. By turning c own the gas under water or food
that is already boiling, turning off the gas when not. actually
in use , and- using ho;t- water no more- often than necessary we
will save' gas and may' in' this, way seem- to justify the. expendi-
ture for a "gas- saver " yhiclw has taken no part in the saving
effected. It is probable -that, when Mrs. Adams bought her gas
•saver she showed .it t 0 • hr.r husband' while., still- glo-wing. with
enthusiasm reflected f rom the persuasive salesman. After what
her husband said to her, she felt that she just had to show
him that she. wasn't such a little- fool as he thought. Her
testimonial was a token'. o.f! gratitude' for, the, triumph she
enjoyed when presenting, her. husband. with the next gas . bill,.
She did not fully realize that the reduced bill was the result
of almost painful attention ’on her part to,".every

:

pos sible
chance to save

J

gas?, and she wouldn' t, have, 'dared much if she
had'.

.

"Ga s-Sayers " for tJ s e on Range Burners .

Perhaps, the appl.ian.ee" attachments most frequently offered
for sale are

.
so-called' "gas-savers"' which "are placed around the

top burner. -of a. gas
:
range or between the burner and the utensil.

Many, designs of this, type of device are >ffered, ranging from
.vertical collars (Figure lj to flat plates with openings, for.
the flames, but- the rapst common o f thorn, resemble the one shown
•in Figure 2.

•

'The se 1 dev i.c e s' do
.

not lngenefal ,
correct any

fault which may exist in the customer r s appliance', except that of
a burner placed, too far below the cooking top, a condition which

• is nor; rarely found. They, occupy much of the space between the
burner and utensil -interfbring. .with the escape of • the.

.
Product

s

of combustion and consequently 'with the access of air. to the
flame. The use of these devices .invariably causes a lifting
or elongation of the flames, a conditi >n which usually results
in the format in of some carbon monoxide.
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The effect on the flame of a typical device of this hind is
shown in Figure 2. On the left is pictured a top hurner with
the flames all of the same height, as they should be .. When
a utensil is placed above such a burner, the gas is completely
burned and the heat is distributed uniformly under the bottom of
the utensil. Placing a "gas-saver" above such a burner produces
the effect shown on the right. A utensil placed over this
burner is enveloped in flame because the gas does net encounter

J

!

the air necessary to burn it until it is passing up the sides
of the utensil. The salesman takes advantage of this appear-
ance to claim that the amount of gas being used is now
excessive and that a great saving can be made by reducing it.

. . .

The prospective buyer is told that by placing a "gas-saver"
on the burner the gas bill will be reduced by 25 per cent or
more. Although many of these "gas-savers" have been tested,
the results obtained with four of them will sufficiently
represent the results of all. 'The burner used, was of a standard
type, star-shaped and placed 1 3/$ inches below the cooking top,
the average distance on modern ranges. The tests were made and

|

the products of combust ion analyzed, first, with the burner
alone, and then with each of the "gas-saving" devices that are
shown in Figure 3 placed upon it. Nos. 1 and. 2 are made of
cast iron, No . 3 ( shown inplace on the burner at the right) of
pressed steel, and No. 4- of soapstone on a steel frame.-

The result ^are shown in Table 1. The terms used in
expressing these results are probably unfamiliar to most
readers of this article, but are easy to explain. The state-
ment that gas is burned at the rate of "6000 Btu per hour" means
that it is burned at such a rode that the t emp erature of 6000
pounds of. water would be raised one degree in one hour if all
the heat produced by burning the gas went to heat the water.
A gas range burner usually takes from 9000 to 12,000 Btu per
hour. An efficiency of "35 P'er cent" means that only thirty-
five per cent of the heat produced did actually go to heating
the contents of the utensil. The significance of the number
of cubic feet of carbon monoxid.e produced will appear, if one
considers the small size of most kitchens and the fact that
air containing two hundredths of one per cent of carbon monoxide

j

will cause headaches, and air containing one tenth of one per cent ^

may cause death if breathed for a long time. The only safe
condition is, therefore, the one in which no carbon monoxide is
produced,. '

The results of this series of tests sho.w that carbon monoxide
(

was formed, by all of the gas savers at dach gas rate used and
also that there is no justification for any of the claims of JG
per cent reduction in the gas bill.
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The most recently tested " gas- saver " was of the conical
type, and had a _ small star-shaped plate of metal suspended in
the flame bet?:een the burner and the utensil. The metal plate
was supposed to contribute to the efficiency of the heating
process by acting as a radiator. The "saver" not only increased
the amount of gas required for an average heating operation,
but produced so much carbon monoxide that samples of the atmos-
phere above the burners were beyond the range of the instrument
used for determining' the carbon monoxide.

Table No. 1

Tests of "Gas Savers" Installed on a Standard Star Burner

Condition of
Test

Gas rate
Btu per hr.

Efficiency
per ’ cent

Carbon monoxide
cu.ft.per hr.

Without saver “bOOO 35 - 3 0,0
With No.l Saver it S7.4 .0 .

With No. 2 Saver ii 41.7 .56
With No. 3 Saver ii

39 • 3 1.05
With No. 4 Saver ii 35-2 *57

Without Saver 9000 36.3 . 0.0
With No.l Saver It 37-5 ? 93 \
With No, 2 Saver II

33 .

g

•

. ,99
With No. 3 Saver II 36.

2

1.07
With No. 4- Saver II

35-7. l . 66

Without Saver 11,000 3737 .

0.0
With No.l Saver II 36 ?

3-' .79
With No, 2 Saver (I

37?^ .09
With No. 3 Saver II 36k .93
With No. 4 Saver II

. 76 . 3 . 1.99-

•For safe operation no carbon monoxide should be produced.

Even if the "gas-savers" actually saved the thirty per cent
usually claimed for them, -the_ result would be less important
than we are likely to assume. The records of gas companies
show that the cost of the gas used by an average family for
cooking is usually not more; than a dollar and a half per month,
and at least one third’ of the gas is used in the oven. Bills of
five dollars or more are always to be attributed to additional
uses of gas, such as water heating, room heating, laundry work,
etc. If all the top burners- could be equipped with devices
which would save one-third of the gas burned, the saving would
amount to no more than a cent a day for the average family.
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• ;!* Burner Protect ors .
.

~~

Devices which are sold under the name .'of "burner protectors"
vary from simple flat; metal discs to designs such as those shown
.in Figure 4. They are" placed directly on the grids, of la’. .gas
range and protect the burners by catching .any . material’. ph'ich
spills or boils over from the cooking utensils which. are, placed
upon them. The one illustrated has a hole in the center .and'

four raised supports, on which to rest the utensil. This' acces-
sory, being held at a sufficient distance from the burner,
allows the gas to be completely burned, but it nearly doubles
the amount of gas used and greatly increases the time required
to cook a 'given quantity of food. This. is an example of- a
device that fulfills the claims made for it, but at the expense
of two other equally desired results, low gas consumption and
speed of cooking. -

\

Attachabl e Solid T ops

Another attachment which has had
:
a wide sale, is 'the, p ..

attachable solid top, one model of which, is shown
. in 'Figure. .5 .

This is. a device also .handled solely -by house-to-house gagent.s

.

It is designed to replace the grids of the open-top "range : A
few of the claims made' for the use of such an attachment are.:

( l) that it reduces the gas bill; ( 2} that it is safe ' and
produces no carbon monoxide; ( 1) that it doubles the •cooking
capacity; (4) that it keeps the food from burning- ( 5 ). .that
it applies an intense heat; (6) that,' the flames are protected
from a draft of air; ( 7 ) that from t-o to four articles can be
cooked with only one burner lighted; (<3) that the top itself
is easily cleaned; ( 9 )

that burners arc kept clean and., free
from clogging; and (10) that cooking- utensils are protected,
and pr oyonted from tipping. ..

Considering these claims in the order named, comprehensive
tests 'made on several of those attachable solid -tops 'have failed
to show anything ’which would indicate that a r eduction'' in gas
bills ,can- result from their use.,. On the contrary, in some
cases, the 'amount of gas used for typical cooking operations
was

; found to bo t”ice as. great . They are certainly not. safe,
because extremely dangerous truant- file's of carbon monoxide arc
produced with many stoves under normal conditions of use.. The
protection they offer in preventing flowing -dress sleeves from
taping fire over an Open burner is sometime s 'more than' offset
by' 'the fact that flames may "lap" out at the front' ’here they
are. not expected. Such an attachment does not double the cooking
capacity because' it is not possible to cook over any. 'par.t of the
top, under

.
which no gas is being burned’.* It Is possible: Ho

keep the finished dishes warm, but this is merely a /convenience
and docs not mean a saving in gas, for the same result can be
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accomplished, with no more gas, on an open-top range by merely
reducing the gas rate- beneath those utensils in which. Cooking
is. completed. Claims .4- and 5 .are inconsistent; if the food is
kept from burning, it means that- the heat is not as intense as
when a grid top is used. The flames are protected from drafts,
but they fare so veil protected that- it is impossible for the
necessary air to reach, them, -a condition which is far more
dangerous than occasional drafts in the kitchen. It is impossible
to cook several dishes when only- one burner is being used, unless
the rate at which gas is supplied to the single burner is greater
.tjhan the combined rates necessary to cook each dish over indivi-
dual 'burners on an open top. It may be easy to clean such a top,
but a number of users have found it necessary to clean them more
frequently than they had to clean the grids. The use of an
attachable solid., top does protect the burners from being clogged;
and the smallest utensils are less likely to be tipped, over.

The disadvantages of an attachable solid top far outweigh
its few advantages; it creates a hazard and is not economical.
Attempts to eliminate the production of carbon monoxide from
one of these tops by cutting away portions to provide for
ventilation did not result in obtaining complete combustion
until most of those features regarded as desirable had been
sacr if iced

.

What is said about attachable solid tops should not be
interpreted as necessarily applying to ranges built with solid
tops by their manufacturers, most of 'which are safe and very
satisfactory appliances.

The "Hot-Water—fo r-Nothing " Fallacy

With no gas range burner can all of the heat liberated by
the gas be transferred to the food being cooked. This had led
to the development of a number of devices for utilizing the
waste heat, among the- most- common of which are th-e so-called
water-backs. Those are- installed around or aver a gas range
burner and s.re connected -to -a water storage tank . When gas
is being used, the .water -in the ..water-back is heated and flows
to the top of the storage tank from which it may later be drawn
for use

.
_

.. ... i .
,

One of the devices of this kind which has .been tested is
shown in Figure 6. This attachment is designed to replace the
grid of an open-top range, but is open enough and. placed
sufficiently high so that, /it does not interfere with the com-
bustion of the gas. Although this particular design does not
restrict the combustion space, several similar devices which
have come to our attention do cause the -formation of carbon
monoxide because they are placed directly in the flames, or so

closely surround the burner that some of the air needed for
combustion is excluded.
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The purchaser is led to believe that such a device provides
hot uater for nothing, that is, without affecting the amount of
gas required for cooking. The meal is supposed to be- orepared,
and hot rater stored, with the same amount of gas as ras formerly
used, for cooking only. The water-back shown was studied to
determine whether or not this was true. It -his installed over a
standard top burner on a well-designed range 'and connected to a
20-gallon water storage tank. The tests showed, that the amount
of gas used, and the time required to do a given amount of
cooking were both doubled, when the water-back was used. Although
some water is heated and stored in the tank, the amount thus
heated, and the final temperature attained, are not Sufficient to
make up for the increase in the amount of gas required for cook-
ing. Such a device, therefore, does not give something for
nothing

.

Considering the fact that the water heated by this device
during a cooking operation may not meet the housewife's need
with respect to temperature, amount, or the time --hen it is
available for use, heating the water in an old. fashioned tea
kettle,, to say nothing of a modern .water heater, is certain to
be more satisfactory.

Obstructi ons Pla c ed in th e Vent s of Ovens
,

Water Heat er s, etc

,

The most dangerous class of’ attachments are those which are
placed in and partially close the vents or flue outlets of
appliances. Such obstructions are varied in construction and
in the purposes they are said to serve. Some of them are
alleged. to remove grease, smoke or odors; others tc dissolve
carbon monoxide or remove it by "catalytic action"; others to
remove water and prevent condensation on -windows in cold
weather; others to add water and. "humidify the fumes", still
others to "trap" or retain heat, or to perform such meaningless
but high sounding functions as to "eliminate all products of
combustion", "to vaporize alltfumes" or to "break up the heat
•raves" and. "allow the saturated heat fumes generated by the
gas flame to pass freely up the chimney"

.

Many people who have observed that hot gases escaped
through the vents of ranges, water heaters, and other appliances
have thought it possible to reduce this loss by partially or
completely closing the opening. Several who have tried to put
the idea into practice have paid for the experiment with their
lives. The idea is correct to a certain extent. Reducing the
amount of unneeded, air flowing through an -appliance does tend to
reduce the waste heat. Beyond, that point an appliance rapidly
becomes a more dangerous producer of carbon monoxide than any
automobile in a closed, garage.
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As in the case previously discussed, manufacturers of
appliances are thoroughly familiar 'with the means for improving
gas- economy -and. with the penalty for exceeding the limit of
safety", end it is reasonably, certain that every appliance has
been designed to T.iake the amount of excess air as small as the
designer, usually r an expert

, in hi s field.,, believes to be
entirely safe.: To permit anyone, interested only in making
sales, to install anything which mill reduce the circulation
pf air through an appliance; is, therefore, rash and.' may be
suicidal. In the case of furnaces originally built to burn
another fuel, but "converted" for the use of gas, it is sometimes
desirable to reduce the vent opening. Even in this case, it
cannot be too strongly recommended that the reduction of the
opening be made by a workman of undoubted competence who is
directly and felly responsible for the installation and adjust-
ment of the burner in its new surroundings.

A device which is a. simple obstruction is shown in Figure 7*
This figure not only show's the design of the device but illus-
trates two of the uses advocated by the manufacturer. One of
the claims made for it ’-as that "e very t ype of water heater"
equipped, with it "gives '-.greater satisfaction with two-thirds

• of. usual flame". The effect of the device when installed in
the jflue of a well-designed- water heater was accordingly tested
at the Bureau. The, first study made was the determination of
the greatest amount of gas that could, be safely- used with and
without this device in place. Because this particular device
is adjustable it was tested- both in the wide-open and closed
positrons. -With the obstruction inplace in its wide-open
position it; was, found necessary to reduce the gas rate to two-
thirds of that normally used, in order to avoid the production
of carbon monoxide. 'Alien' tested in the closed position it v/as

necessary
.
to reduce the late pearly to half that normally used.

In order to provide a reasonable margin of safety with the
obstruction in place, even in its wide-open position, it would
be necessary to reduce the gas rate to little more than half
that normally used. Such a- gas. rate would be ent irely . too lev;

for satisfactory hot water service with this appliance because
it wrould require too long a time to heat a given quantity of
water. -.-g,

• -

•The effect pf this device on the amount of ga.s required for
heating a given quantity -of water -was also studied. The results
of .-these tests showed that more gas was . required, to. heat the same
amount

.
qf- water when the device was used., either in its closed

or .'Wide-open position, than was needed when the .neater was used
without it

.
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Greas e Ab sorbers

Another accessory which obstructs the vent is the device
which is attached tovthe flue collar of a gas range to "remove
grease" and keep the kitchen walls clean. These attachments
have different names, such as "grease absorbers", "flue filters",
etc. The first device of this kind tested by the Bureau of
Standards is shown in Figure 0. It contained two layers of
steel wool, one in the lower section and one in the upper. The
test showed that only a very small percentage of the g rease. in
the flue products was retained by the steel wool, the remainder
passed into the kitchen as before, but was more generally
diffused and therefore did not form a dark streak on the wall
directly above the flue opening. Although very little greo.se
is absorbed during any given cooking operation, it would only
be o. matter of time before enough dirt would be collected to
greatly reduce the effective flue opening. This device would
then become a flue obstructor and would create the same hazard
from carbon monoxide as the other devices of this kind previously
described

.

The manufacturer of this d evice was advised to remove the
steel wool and leave an unobstructed passage to the open air at
least equal in area to that of the original flue passage, and
he did so. Later, however, several modifications or imitations
of the original device with the steel wool filter have appeared.
Other attachments to be used in the same way contain small pans
for water in which it is alleged that the carbon monoxide will
dissolve. The greatest quantity of carbon monoxide which could
possibly dissolve in the water is negligibly small.

Where kitchen ranges are used without connection to a chimney,
a deflector, which may be a simple elbow, placed on the vent,
serves the useful purpose of preventing the wall from becoming
streaked. Several ornamental deflectors for which no other
claim is made are available and these may be used with safety if
the free passage is fully as great as in the vent opening of the
original appliance

.

Obs tructions Plac ed i n the Gas Line

There have appeared on the market during the last few years
several devices which are designed to be placed in the gas piping
between the gas meter and the gas appliances. Some of these are
small brass fittings shaped like a "thimble and containing a
baffle on the inside, a wire gauze on the inlet and an orifice
or small hole in the outlet end. Others are cylindrical tubes
of brass or aluminum with a wire gauze at each end and a spiral
baffle fastened in the center, A third type recently tested is
very similar to the flue obstructor illustrated, in Figure 7 >

but
small enough to be inserted into a gas pipe or gas pipe fitting.
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Illustrations of -all- rtivree. of these: types arc shown in Figure 9 .

Still another type consist's of one' or more simple perforated
plates arranged in a fitting which screws into the gas pipe.

• Ail of these devices have ; as, thei r- chie.f- cl aid’ the saving
of gas, which- is-- supposedly;; acc.ompl,ashed by .reducing the. amount
needed.. ,for a _g ivep heating operat ion .

- Claims made for some of
them are rholly nonsense, such -as that they "atomize the gas",
or that they "eliminate, stratification of the •gases in the pipe".
There is only- one thing which any of these attachments can' do
and. that is to reduce the amount of .gas .which can flow through
the. gas- pipe under a given pressure. In o.thor words,, they •

merely, act as obstructions to' the- flow of -gas from the meter to
.the, appliance. Partially turning .off the gas pock at the meter
will accomplish the same- result , a practice which seems to be
quite popular in some localities although it. does not usually
result in saving any gas.

In considering the effect on gas- service of installing such
a devi-ce, it should be pointed - out that the amount of gas
delivered to appliances is always readily adjusted by at least
two. controls, both of. which are already available on every, gas
appliance. One of these is commonly called the orifice and is
a small opening through which the gas is delivered to the burner.
Back of the orifice there. is, on nearly every appliance, an
adjustable valve or cock by means of which. the: flow of gas may
be controlled to any rate desired

,
at the time of use. The

orifice serves to. limit the amount of gas .which can be. obtained
with the control cock wide open. If this "on-full" • gas-- rate is
too high for efficient operation, it is much easier to. reduce
the size of this, orifice than it is to install an obstruction
in the gas piping. The introduction of -such an attachment,
therefore, simply amounts to adding a device which is entirely
unnecessary to do exactly the same thing that can be accomplished
more readily and. effectively with the one already present,
namely, the orifice itself. The adjustment of the orifice should
be made by the gas company and is usually done without charge.

Furthermore, it is far more advantageous to limit the flow of
gas at the orifice than farther back in the line for two reasons,
one of which has to do with the injection of air into the burner
and is too technical to be briefly explained. The other is that
most gas lines supply more than one appliance nr at least more
than one burner on a single appliance. If the device reduces
the gas flow sufficiently to control any one burner, it can c’o so
only because the obstruction will not pass more gas than is
required by the single burner. Consequently, when several
burners are being used at the same time, this limited, quantity of

gas must be distributed between all of them and no one of them
willlreceive enough.
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P ressure Regulat ors

Another accessory’ sometime's sold from house to house is a
pressure " regulator 11 or. ’'governor" . When pressures are too
high or very irregular , the gas i s .hard to control and the
most satisfactory, service’ is not obtainable . A regulator will
remedy this difficulty in certain cases. Every. gas company
is under obligation, which is usually specified in -its
franchise or in municipal, or state. rules, to maintain, satis-
factory conditions of pressure at every" customer's premises.
If such conditions cannot be maintained except with the aid of
a regulator, it is the company ' s ; duty, to install one and to
pay for it. If you believe that you need a. regulator, it is
suggested that you ask the gas company to determine the
conditions of pressure in your home by means of a 24-hour
record. If, after the investigation, you still want the
regulator, whether you need it or not, it is suggested that,
before buying, one from a canvasser, you ascertain the cost of
a regulator purchased outright through the gas cpmpany, a
local gas fitter, or other established dealer. Regulators
are available in an abundance of good makes at reasonable
prices

.

It may be stated as a general principle ' .that" the greatest
care should... always be exorcised’ in using any attachment that
has not been manufactured by the maker of the. original gas
appliance for that particular purpose,. The

,

possible employment
of such attachments may not have been considered ,

when the .

appliance was designed, .and their, use may create a hazard
where none existed before.. 'Rarely, if ever, will, such .attach-
ments make the savings claimed for them/
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Supplemental Statement

There is great difficulty in discussing briefly so
general a subject as that of the numerous devices which are
sold as gas-savers without creating some incorrect impres-
sions. Correspondence received, since the publication of the
February issue of Good Housekeeping indicates that unnecessary
alarm has been created regarding devices of certain types,
and it is the purpose of this supplement to correct any
false impressions known to have been created. The following
statements cover all such cases that have been brought to the
attention of the Bureau.

1. There is no hazard in using utensils of unusual form
on gas ranges, laundry stoves, etc., provided they do not set
closer to the burners than the upper surface of the support
designed to hold them and do not cover a larger surface area
than utensils in common use (dish pans, wash boilers, etc.).
They must not cover the top (except a solid top) completely,
since a large open area between the burners and. the supporting
frame must be available for the escape of products of combus-
tion .

2., Appliances designed for use with solid or liquid
fuels which are subsequently "converted" to use gas nearly
always require the installation of some means of controlling
the draft not incorporated in the original appliance. In the
flues of these appliances and of home-make or very special
equipment which has not been carefully designed, some
obstruction of the flues may be necessary. The adjustment
of the draft is an important task which greatly affects both
economy and safety. It should always be done by a workman of
undoubted competence who takes the full responsibility for
the installation and continuing good performance of the
appliance

.

3- All appliances, except incinerators, which are
connected to chimneys should have "draft hoods" (also called
"back-draft diverters", "draft controls", etc.) between the
appliance and. the chimney unless the appliance is so con-
structed that the pressure at the vent is brought to

equilibrium with the room by means of auxiliary passages
through the appliance itself. A draft-hood provides an
opening to the atmosphere of the room through which air can
be drawn when the chimney draft is excessive and. through
which air blown down the chimney by gusts of wind can escape
without affecting combustion. Draft hoods are almost always
provided and installed by the manufacturers of appliances
including "conversion burners", but a few old or "home-made"
installations mil be found for which draft hoods have not
been provided, and hoods should be purchased, for these with
the advice of the gas company or a local heating engineer.
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